
Solar Energy

 technical catalog



 Solar key mark cer�fica�on

 Greek test laboratory for the applied manufacturing standards

 German cer�fica�on body for solar key mark

 Cer�fied produc�on procedure

 Greek cer�fica�on body for solar key mark

 Greek standardisa�on agency

 EU conformity with health , safety and environmental standards

 German test laboratory for the applied manufacturing standards

 European standard for the enamelling procedure and quality

ISO 9001:2015

H  E  L  L  A  S
A U S T R I A

Produc�on specifica�ons - standards 

Sigma’s Energy manufacturing process is cer�fied with the ISO 9001:2015
Our solar collectors are solar keymark cer�fied and are constantly checked for their quality and efficiency as well.
Sigma’s solar systems, are manufactured based on the latest European standards, of ΕΝ 12975-1 and ΕΝ 12975-2.

EN 12975-2 :  European standard for collector tes�ng 

EN 12975-1 :  European standard for collector tes�ng 

ISO 9806-2013 : European standard for collector tes�ng

Our manufacturing procedure of our collectors follows the specific European standards , securing 
that our collectors and processes meet the highest quality standards.
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Natural flow solar systems

Type

Capacity

High selective collectors 

Storage tank

Storage tank dimensions in mm

Collector dim. mm

Galvanized steel mounting kit

Connection accessories 

SA 120/2.00

120 lt

22.0 m

120 lt

D530 x 1120

SA 150/2.5

150 lt

22.5 m

150 lt

2

SA 200/3

200 lt

23 m

200 lt

D580 x 1290

1463x990x75

1 1 1 2

SA 150/2.00

150 lt

22.0 m

150 lt

1

5 years
warranty

Sigma

ISO 9001:2015
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D530 x 1190

Collector area

SA 200/2.0
200 lt

2.0 m

200 lt

D530 x 1190

1965x995x75 1965x995x75

Seham
Highlight

Seham
Highlight

Seham
Highlight
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Type

Capacity

Persons

Collector area

Selective collectors , titanium , 
aluminum absorber

Storage tank

Storage tank dimensions in mm

Collector dim. mm

Galvanized steel mounting kit

Connection accessories 

SA 250/2.5

250 lt

5

22,5 m

250 lt

D580 x 1660

1970x1222x75

SA 300/3

300 lt

5 - 6

23 m

300 lt

D580 x 1810

SA 300/4

300 lt

5 - 6

24 m

300 lt

D580 x 1810

1463x990x75 1968x995x75

1 2 2

Natural flow solar systems

5 years
warranty

Sigma

ISO 9001:2015
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Thermosiphonic storage tank placed in an horizontal posi�on

Ultra high efficiency jacket which surrounds the 80% of the storage tank's total area.

Achieving highest storing efficiency

It includes the specific heat transfer liquid of the collectors ( water with propylene glycol, SI-P90 ) transferring heat using the 
maximum surface, towards the inner tank.
The tank is equipped with an electric hea�ng element of 4KW, which ensures that the hot water is available also during days of 
minimum sunshine.
The tank's insula�on is high density polyurethane of 45kg/m3 and 50mm thickness, CPC free. Using this kind of high density 
polyurethane, we succeed in achieving the highest system efficiency and heat storage during the year.
The polyurethane infusion, is done with a special pump, ensuring the precise injected quan�ty, along with the correct 
temperature of infusion.
Special sca�erer in the cold water inlet , so that an op�mum heat layer is maintained. The heat sca�erer ensures that the cold 
water entering the tank, will not be mixed directly with the already hot stored water. With this way , we secure the best heat layer 
inside the tank, therefore increasing the hot water availability at any given moment.

Double anode magnesium for protec�on 
against corrosion and electrolysis, according 
to ''DIN 4753 Teil 3&6"

It is baked in an oven of super high 
temperature of 860C. The specific treatment 
secures the perfect oblitera�on of certain 
micro holes through future thermal shocks, 
but most importantly it protects the tank 
from oxidisa�on.

Special “DIRECT” inner enamel coa�ng, 
according to ''DIN 4753 Teil 3&6'' , for the 
protec�on of the public health. The 
enamelling process is cer�fied by the enamel 
quality labelling DEV.

High end inner treatment 
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SigmaNatural flow systems

¾ female ½ male½” male

½ male
½ male

¾ male

Model 150 200 250 300

Material / thickness Low iron carbon Steel DC- 03 , St 37.2 (EN 10130/2006) / 2.5mm

Welding Automa�c Metal Welding

Outer Casing Prepainted Galvanised Steel 0.6mm , color RAL 9006 (EN 10204/2.2)  

Insula�on Injected polyurethane C.F.C free, p = 45kg/m³ , thickness 50 mm

Storage tank protec�on o860 C with direct enamelling process ( DIN 4753-3, DIN 51032, EN 1388-2 ) 

An�corrosive technology Double magnesium anode

Maximum Working Pressure, open loop 10 Bars

Maximum Working Pressure, closed loop 3 Bars

Maximum Test Pressure 15 Bars ( EN 12976-1 ) 

Maximum Opera�ng temperature

 

95 C

Electric heater 3-4kw

Dimensions D 530 x 1290 mm D 580 x 1290 mm D 580 x 1660mm D 580 x 1810 mm

Heat exchanger surface 0,95m² 1,1m² 1,6m² 1,9m² 

Jacket Capacity 9L 11L 15L 21L

Weight 62kg 71kg 92kg 105 kg

Hot / Cold collector side 3/4’’ female thread

Hot / Cold open loop side 1/2’’ male thread

Heat transfer medium Special heat transfer medium which protects from corrosion and frost - 
Pharmaceu�cal polypropylene glycol / water mixture

Seham
Highlight
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Stop end

Pressure safety valve 

Storage tank insulation with high density polyure-
thane of 45kg/m3 and 50mm thickness.Using this
kind of high density polyurethane, we succeed in
the highest system efficiency during the year. 
The polyurethane infusion, is done with a special
pump, ensuring the precise injected quantity,
along with the correct temperature of infusion.

Double anode magnesium for protection
against corrosion and electrolysis,
according to ''DIN 4753 Teil 3&6''.

Special scatterer in the cold water
inlet , so that an optimum heat layer
is maintained.The heat scatterer
ensures that the cold water entering
the tank , will not be mixed directly
with the already hot stored water.
In this way , we secure the best
heat layer inside the tank , therefore
increasing the hot water available at
any given moment.

High efficient heat transfer at the
absorber using state of the art laser
welding technology.The absorber is
highly selective , under vacuum coating.

Special collector insulation (solar specified
rock wool, resistant to extremely high
temperatures inside the collector ) which
limits the collector's heat losses at a minimum
stage.

Heat transfer liquid , propylene glycol , SI-P90
with freezing point up to -30C , which secures
the collector from freezing during the winter
period , ensures correct heat transfer , and
also protects the system from corrosion.

Outer tank shell of pre painted
galvanised steel , for maximum
protection against harsh weather
conditions

Hot water outlet

3.2mm thick , with low iron content
to ensure high transparency ( 95% )
to sun light , but with low emittance
( 5% ) so that the heat produced by
the absorber in the collector to be
retained inside the collector

Ultra high efficiency jacket which surrounds
the 80% of the storage tank's total area.
It includes the heat transfer liquid of the
collectors ( water with propylene glycol,
SI-P90 ) transferring heat with the maximum
surface , towards the hot water consumption.

Special DIRECT inner enamel coating, according
to ''DIN 4753 Teil 3&6'' , for the protection of the
public health.
It is baked in an oven of super high temperature of
860C. The specific health secures the perfect
obliteration of certain micro holes through future
thermal shocks, but most importantly it protects the
tank from oxidisation. Electric heating element of 4KW,

which ensures that the hot water
is available also during days of
minimum sunshine.

4031DE1

INSTANTANEOUS EFFICIENCY CURVE, based on aperture area and mean
temperature of heat transfer fluid.
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Special stainless steel pipe,
inserted inside the steel pipe,
so that the pipe is not stressed
due to the high water temperature
coming from the collector.



Flat roof

Solar thermosiphonic system for flat roof installa�on. 
Easy and economical installa�on , no circulator 
required , minimal maintenance of the system. System 
inclina�on 45.South orienta�on. 

Sigma

Tiled roof

Natural flow systems
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